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Welcome to the latest edition of our business update on all things VAT!
Here at CP, we like to grab the bull by the horns and tackle any issues head on (even Brexit), so if you
think anything mentioned below might apply to you, get in touch.
In this edition, we look at:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

UK Trader Scheme – Zero duty moving not ‘at risk’ goods into Northern Ireland
The Brexit Bible
Key VAT dates for your diary – a friendly reminder of important dates
COVID-19 measures
Plastic Packaging Tax
Changes to the law for salary sacrifice schemes and cars
Safestore: Insurance and self-storage
London Clubs: No gaming duty on free bets
The Core (Swindon) Ltd: Juice cleanses
Kaplan: Overseas student recruitment
VAT liability of school holiday clubs

UK Trader Scheme – IMPORTANT!
Relevant to: Businesses moving goods from Great Britain into Northern Ireland.
On the topic of Brexit, newly published guidance states that businesses moving goods from Great Britain
into Northern Ireland which are not ‘at risk’ of moving to the EU or subject to commercial processing
in Northern Ireland can apply for authorisation under the UK Trader Scheme. If the business satisfy all
the conditions (and there are quite a few), businesses could pay zero duty on these movements. The
Trader Support Service can assist with determining eligibility for the scheme, and if you want to be part
of the scheme from 1 January 2021, an application to the UK Trader Scheme must be made by the 31st
December 2020. Without authorisation, these movements will be subject to duty and tariffs until such time
as the goods are proven to have remained in Northern Ireland which could cause cash flow issues. More
details are being released every day so please keep an eye on updates.
How we can help: If you’re not sure how to determine if your goods are not ‘at risk’, or if you need a little
bit of help deciding whether you can meet the conditions or not this is the right thing for you to do, get in
touch.

Damian’s Brexit Bible
Relevant to: Any businesses currently involved selling goods to and purchasing goods from the EU and
any businesses supplying services to consumers or providing financial intermediary services to businesses
located outside the UK.

Time flies! It feels like an age has passed since the Brexit referendum, and so much has happened since
then. Let’s be honest – it’s all very complicated and ever changing, so our VAT partner Damian has put
together a “Brexit Bible” - a no-nonsense video to help you focus on the key things you need to consider.
You can watch Damian decipher the nuances of Brexit here.
How we can help: If you’re still unsure on what to do, or if you need a bit more clarity on your individual
situation, book in a Brexit call with our indirect tax team by emailing vat@cooperparry.com and we’ll
schedule you an appointment with one of our team in January.

Important VAT dates to mark in your virtual or paper diary
2021 is a busy year for VAT registered businesses – if you think you may be impacted by Brexit, if you
supply construction or building services, if you have taken advantage of the COVID-19 VAT deferral or if
you’re above the Making Tax Digital threshold, these are the dates to keep in mind:

COVID-19 VAT
Deferral Payments
Due (can opt in to
make smaller
payments)

End of the UK
and EU
transition
period
1st March 2021

31st December 2020

1st April 2021

31st March 2021

Domestic Reverse
Charge for the
Construction
Industry

The end of
Making Tax
Digital Soft
Landing Period

How we can help:
We can assist with;
• Mapping out and reviewing your overall supply chain pre and post Brexit to calculate customs duty
cost, evaluate VAT registration requirements and help ensure you can keep your goods moving past 1
January 2021. Email vat@cooperparry.com and we’ll schedule you an appointment with one of our team
in January.
• Advise on the domestic reverse charge application for the construction industry
• Time to pay arrangements, if necessary
• Advise on the option to pay the VAT deferral payment over small instalments (further guidance will be
released in due course but we understand a taxpayer must opt in).
• Reviewing your VAT return process to ensure it is MTD compliant.

COVID-19 Measures
For all things COVID-19, you can see an up to date summary written by our specialist taskforce here.

Plastic Packaging Tax
Relevant to: Any business that imports into or produces plastic packaging in the UK.
This is a new tax that applies to plastic packaging produced in, or imported into, the UK, that does not
contain at least 30% recycled plastic. Plastic packaging is packaging that is predominantly plastic by
weight. It will not apply to any plastic packaging which contains at least 30% recycled plastic, or any
packaging which is not predominantly plastic by weight. Imported plastic packaging will be liable to the
tax, whether the packaging is unfilled or filled.
The Government has recently issued a Policy Paper outlining a new tax, which will apply with effect from
April 2022. You can view the full policy paper here.
How we can help: If you think this may apply to you, we can help you assess the financial implications of the
new tax and whether you are caught by it.

Salary Sacrifice and Cars – Legislation Change
Relevant to: Any business operating salary sacrifice arrangements that involve cars.
HMRC has announced that the statutory instrument which treats supplies of cars under a salary sacrifice
scheme as outside the scope of VAT will be repealed in the next 12 months.
This announcement follows an case which went to the Court of Appeal concerning Northumbria NHS
Trust treating the provision of cars to NHS workers as outside the scope of VAT, even though it could
recover VAT on procuring the cars under the rules for contracted out services. HMRC considers that it this
change will only affect government departments and the NHS, but businesses operating salary sacrifice
arrangements involving cars should satisfy themselves that the operation of their scheme does not depend
on the legislation in question.
How we can help: We can help determine whether or not the legislation applies to you, and the practical
implications of the changes.

Safestore: Insurance Policies and Self-Storage
Relevant to: Businesses acting as an insurance intermediary or involved in the provision of insurance
under block policies.
This case concerned insurance taken out by customers using Safestore’s storage facilities and the
insurance being provided by its captive insurer (located outside the EU). Safestore contended that it was
acting as the insurer’s intermediary so no input tax restrictions should apply as the insurer was based
outside of the EU. Safestore considered it only needed to include its commission in its partial exemption
calculations. However, the Tribunal dismissed the appeal due to the similarities to the block insurance
policy arrangements considered in Card Protection Plan. As illustrated by its approach to FSMA regulation,

Safestore was providing the insurance to its customers under a block policy, and should therefore treat the
entire premium as its exempt turnover.
How we can help: VAT and Insurance is a notoriously complex area, so if you provide insurance to your
customers and want to check it is being treated correctly then please give us a call.

London Clubs: No Gaming Duty on Free Bets
Relevant to: Any business liable to Gaming Duty.
Gaming duty is calculated by reference to “gross gaming yield” which is partly based on “bankers’ profits”
which in turn depends on “stakes staked” less the value of prizes paid out. Casinos often hand out free bet
vouchers or chips which you can’t be exchanged for cash to encourage regular customers to play more.
The Supreme Court has ruled that these free bets should not be treated as stakes staked for duty
purposes. The calculation of bankers’ profits is by reference to the real world value of the stakes from
the perspective of the banker. In the case of the free bets, the customer is essentially enjoying a free bet,
which should not be subject to gaming duty. It was also decided that the bets awarded as prizes could not
be deducted from the gross gaming yield for duty purposes.
How we can help: If you offer free bets, we can help you determine the financial and practical impact that
this ruling has on your business.

Kaplan: Overseas Student Recruitment Costs Subject to VAT
Relevant to: Any businesses operating as a cost sharing group.
Kaplan International Colleges UK (KIC UK) incurred student recruitment costs in 70 countries securing
students for its UK colleges. Until 2014, it incurred these costs directly and had to account for UK VAT
under the reverse charge, which was an irrecoverable cost as KIC UK had formed a VAT group with the
colleges whose activity was exempt from VAT. Kaplan then established a company in Hong Kong (KPS
HK) which consolidated the recruitment costs before apportioning them between the colleges. The CJEU
has ruled that this did not convert the recruitment costs into an exempt supply under the cost-sharing
exemption (CSE). KPS HK was providing its services to the UK VAT group, one of whose members (KIC
UK itself) was not a member of the cost-sharing group as it did not provide exempt education. If the CSE
applied to charges from KPS HK to the UK VAT group (meaning that no reverse charge arose) then there
was a risk that KIC UK would benefit from the exemption. As KIC UK did not provide education, there
could not be a risk that it would benefit from the exemption through its arrangements, and therefore the
CSE could not apply to any of KPS HK’s charges.
How we can help: If you think that this case is applicable to you, we urge you to reconsider your VAT
position and we can help you do so.

VAT Liability of School Holiday Clubs
Relevant to: After school holiday clubs.
After a lot of to-and-frow in the courts, HMRC have updated their guidance to reflect when they will
accept that holiday clubs run by organisations regulated by professional bodies (e.g. OFSTED) qualify for
the exemption for the provision of childcare. To qualify for the VAT exemption, members of staff should
merely be supervising activities, should not hold any coaching or teaching qualifications, and should not
be providing activities to an external standard. Any activities should be “merely an adjunct to the essential
service of childcare”.
How we can help: If you think you might qualify for the exemption, or if you’re not quite sure, our wellexperienced team can help you decide. If you have charged VAT on your services for the last 4 years it may
be possible to submit a claim to HMRC for VAT overpaid. Please get in touch.

YOUR VALUE ADDED TEAM
Our specialist VAT team is growing fast. Here are their contact details if you need to get in touch. If you
want to discuss any of these ‘Value Added’ VAT updates, please contact Damian or any other member of
the wider VAT team.
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